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What is Global Asia?

Global Asia is a quarterly journal published by the East Asia Foundation since 2007.
The foundation, established in Seoul in January 2005, strives to promote peace,
prosperity, security and sustainability in East Asia by focusing on the exchange of ideas.
Global Asia’s mission is to provide a compelling, serious, and responsible forum for distinguished
thinkers, policymakers, political leaders and business people to debate the most important issues in
Asia today. It serves an audience well educated in Asian affairs and committed to intelligent, provocative
debate, but it is not an academic journal. We aim to make articles accessible, direct and strong in
argumentation, not wishy-washy. It is a journal of debate and ideas for a well-informed audience.
The magazine is now also available in a digital version on iPad and Android tablet, and is
complemented by a website regularly updated with intelligent, up-to-the-minute analysis.
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What’s in the journal & who writes for us?

Each issue of Global Asia typically contains five regular sections:
•A cover package offering in-depth analysis of an event, challenge or trend affecting Asia.
•A head-to-head debate between two leading thinkers on a burning current affairs issue.
•A selection of feature articles on pressing economic social and political affairs across Asia.
•In Focus, a section offering an explanatory, analytical mini-package on an issue of interest across Asia.
•Reviews of new books that are shaping Asia’s academic and policy discourse
In addition, we add occasional sections on new trends and ideas and liftout infographics.
We have a digital tablet edition that gives a new reading experience to the journal’s content, while
our website features live analysis and a debate forum as well as a full archive of articles and book store.
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Who are our readers?

Global Asia has a growing subscriber base of influential, affluent readers, with circulation
now at 7,400, and it enjoys an exceptionally high average issue readership of more than
40,000. Close to half of our readers are business leaders and executives, while universities
and research institutions account for about a third and government officials and diplomats about a
quarter. Our readers come from all over the world, with a majority in the Asia-Pacific region and most
of the remainder split between North America and Europe.

>>>
18-21

Why advertise in Global Asia?

The journal enjoys and cultivates one of Asia’s most influential readerships, including
captains of industry and business executives, principals, academics, statesmen and
policymakers. It is a perfect showcase for advertising messages from businesses,
institutions and government agencies seeking a sophisticated audience of global opinion-leaders.
Global Asia is published quarterly on March 15, June 15, September 15 and December 15. We accept
full-page and half-page advertisements as standard and other sizes on request, as well as advertorials
and special promotions such as polybagging or card inserts.

Ad sizes and rate card >>>22-23

How to contact us >>>24
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What is Global Asia?

G

lobal Asia is a quarterly journal published
since 2006 by the East Asia Foundation. The
foundation, established in Seoul in January
2005, strives to promote peace, prosperity,
security and sustainability in East Asia by
creating an open and creative forum for the
exchange of ideas on regional co-operation
and integration, among other goals.
Global Asia’s mission is both bold and urgent: It is to provide
a compelling, serious, and responsible forum for distinguished
thinkers, policymakers, political leaders and business people to
debate the most important issues in Asia today.
Global Asia is not a journal with a fixed point of view, or a
particular agenda. Our aim is to give voice to the global dimension
of what is happening in Asia.
In journal’s pages and also on our website, we aim for Asia to
speak to the world, and the world to Asia. That is important at a
time when our region is playing an ever greater role in world affairs.
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By Paul Evans
The GlobAl FInAncIAl cRISIS
of 2008, when it took economies
on average more than a
which was triggered in the world’s
largest econo- decade to regain their
pre-depression per capita
my, the United States, left no country
unscathed GDP, it will take time
before per capita growth
— although the severity and impact
of the crisis and employment reach
pre-crisis levels. Reinvaried widely from country to country.
Four years hart and Rogoff show
that in 10 of 15 severe postlater, many countries are still living
with the ad- World War II financial
crises, unemployment did
verse effects of the “Great Recession.”
The world’s not return to pre-crisis
levels even after a decade
leading economies, including the US,
europe and (and double-dip recessions
occurred in 7 of the
Japan, have not fully recovered. The
American 15 crises). In short, meaningful
recovery is likely
economy continues to suffer low growth
and high some years away.
unemployment, while the eurozone
is facing an
So what explains how South Korea,
existential crisis that could potentially
the world’s
lead to a 15th largest economy, bucked
this trend? Despite
break-up of the monetary union.
According to experiencing a deep
and wrenching economic
a vast body of economic scholarship,
this tepid contraction in the fourth
quarter of 2008, the
recovery, if not stagnation, was to be
expected in Korean economy made
a remarkable V-shaped
the wake of such a severe downturn.
recovery by the second half of 2010,
In a path-breaking study published
notching
in 2009, an impressive 6.2 percent
growth in 2010, which
“The Aftermath of Financial crises,”
carmen M. prompted the ever-cautious
IMF to announce
Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff claim
that the that “Korea’s rapid recovery
from the global
periods following systemic financial
crises are downturn has transitioned
into a full-fledged
characterized by long, deep recessions
with very expansion” (IMF 2011,
4). Although growth
low growth and high unemploymen
asia Feature Essay
t. Just as global
slowed
in late 2011 due to an overall slowdown
it was with the Great Depression
of the 1930s, in the world economy,
South Korea’s economy is
global asia Vol. 7, No. 1, spring

2012

The Geneva-based World Economic
Forum
conducts an annual survey of risk
perceptions
over the coming decade with the
aim of stimulating
discussion on possible ways of mitigating
them.
Chiemi Hayashi and David Gleicher
discuss the Forum’s Global Risks
2012 report and how respondents
in Asia, in particular, view those risks.

Asian Governance
in a Hyperconnected
By Chiemi Hayashi World
& David Gleicher

6

Most people are taught to think
about the
the first risk case, “seeds of dystopia,”
long-term consequences of their actions,
starts
but it is from concern that globalization
is not delivering
a life lesson that is easily forgotten.
this is true on its promises. gallup
polls show that people
both on an individual as well as an organizational
everywhere perceive their living standards
level. to try to mitigate the harmful
to be
consequences falling and are losing
confidence in the ability of
of this bias towards short-term thinking,
each year their governments to deal
with this decline.1
the World economic Forum poses
the question,
Meanwhile, both the Internet and urbanization
“What risks should the world’s leaders
be address- make disparities in wealth
more transparent. Dising over the next 10 years?” the most
recent re- parities can spur achievement
when social mobilsponses fed into an analysis of three
major “risk ity is perceived to be
possible. however, when
cases” presented in the forum’s Global
Risks 2012 ambitious youth feel that
however hard they work
report, which explores key issues from
population their prospects are constrained,
feelings of disenageing and cyber crime to the types
of regulations gagement and discontent
take root.
that safeguard societies and economies.
social contracts are breaking down
in advanced
these three cases investigate different
facets of economies, as shrinking
workforces have to supa common theme: governance failure
in a “hyper- port growing populations
of the elderly while
connected” world. asia is deeply integrated
into their own entitlements are
being cut. In emergthe global economy and susceptible
to exter- ing economies, sluggish
global growth risks dashnal shocks that can reverberate around
the ing the expectation that a rising
tide will lift all
world. With over 30 percent of the world’s
boats; in the poorest countries, bulging
populapopulation, asia provides a microcosm
of tions of young people lack the
skills to succeed or
these risks as they are seen at the
global the right to migrate.
level. as the risk cases show, better
manthis is a combustible combination, as
suggested
aging demographic shifts, appreciating
by various outbreaks of social unrest
over the last
both the opportunities and the risks
of year — from greece, Chile and
China to the arab
increased connectivity and developing
spring and the occupy Wall street
movement.
a new mindset for safeguards will
all be
vital for maintaining regional resilience
and stability in the face of great economic
and social transformations.

By Gongpil Choi

On the Passing of
Robert Scalapino,
Kim Kyung Won and
Yamamoto Tadashi

By Shalendra D. Sharma

South Koreans remember the acute
humiliation of the 19971998 Asian financial crisis, when
the mighty export powerhouse
was forced to go hat-in-hand for
a bailout to the International
Monetary Fund. Not so during the
2008 global financial crisis.
Although hard hit, South Korea bounced
back rapidly, while
the US, Europe and Japan are still
struggling. Lessons from the
earlier crisis provided the foundations
for recovery this time
around, writes Shalendra D. Sharma.
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Cosmopolitanism?

hered
the 2008 Financial Crisis

Three men from
three nations, but
one common legacy -to have left a lasting mark
on international affairs in the
Asia-Pacific and to have nurtured
an informed empathy among
countries in the region. Paul Evans
pays
tribute to the passing of Robert Scalapino,
Kim Kyung Won and Yamamoto Tadashi
and
explains why they were so influential.
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Park Chung Hee,
the CIA & the Bomb
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Peter Hayes & Chung-in Moon

DESPITE A lOng PErIOD of constructive
quite as their student, but many conversations
economic and social transformation
in most of and occasional collaborations
in the fecund era
Asia, the reduced likelihood of major
inter-state of track-two dialogues,
network building and
war, and the current dynamism
of trans-bor- multilateral processes
across the Pacific and in
der human and cultural flows, this
is a moment Asia that proliferated
as the Cold War receded.
of rising nationalism, strategic tension,
power
Amid the ocean of commentary
transition and uncertainty. leadership,
on policy,
wisdom issues and domestic and
regional dynamics, it
and deep understanding are in short
supply.
is unfortunate that so little attention
Between november 2011 and July
focuses
2012, the on the intellectual leaders
who have been the
Asia-Pacific world lost three individuals
who left sinews and brains of the
region’s diplomacy
a major mark on the region’s international
affairs. and emerging architecture.
Of the three, only
robert Scalapino (1919-2011) was
a towering Scalapino wrote a memoir,1
more a chronicle
figure in American academic and
Asian policy of travels and events
than an intellectual selfcircles for more than 60 years. Kim
Kyung Won examination, and we
await the biographies that
(1936-2012) was an academic star,
Blue House should follow. This is
a first and personal cut at
policy advisor, diplomat and public
intellectual their contemporary
legacy and significance.
who for more than four decades was
intimately
It is easy to speak of the American
involved in making or commenting
Scalapon many of ino, the Korean Kim
and the Japanese Yamathe key decisions in South Korean
foreign pol- moto. Each was well
known in policy circles in
icy and its regional and global roles.
Yamamoto their own country and
regionally. What makes
Tadashi (1936- 2012) was a tireless
promoter of them collectively interesting
is that despite
ideas, networks, exchanges, and dialogues
with their commitment to their
own nations and to
a focus on Japan’s foreign policy, US-Japan
rela- the management of immediate
policy problems,
tions and Asia-Pacific community building.
all three took a longer view seeking
I only came to know each of them
to build
in the last ideas, institutions and
habits of mind that could
25 years of their lives. All three had
near leg- help manage and possibly
remake
endary status by that time. The setting
Cover story The Politics aofturbulent
was not global
Trust
regionalasia
order.
global asia Vol. 6, No. 3, Fall

Declassified CIA papers cast new
light on
South Korea’s attempt to develop
nuclear
weapons in the 1970s and show
that the
program continued for at least two
years
after the US thought it had ended.
With
some in South Korea again discussing
a nuclear option, Peter Hayes and
Chung-in Moon find lessons for today.
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Japan’s Dangerous
Gamble: ‘Abenomics’
And Its Implications
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A Farewell to
Trans-Pacific

Asia’s rapid economic emergence
under political systems relatively
less
liberal than Western democracies
— or not democratic at all — has
long
fueled debate about the forms of
governance that best deliver prosperity
and peace to their citizens. Given
the cultural, historical and religious
differences between Asia and the
West, is it time for a concept of nonWestern democracy, wonders Alexei
D. Voskressenski.
The economic and poliTical
rise of the
non-Western world in the second
half of the
20th century brought to the fore the
issue of deWesternization, raising the idea that
culture, history and civilization are probably
the most
important factors for determining
the
type of market, political system
and
regime that a given state will adopt.
Several countries in asia — a region
that,
as a whole, embarked on the path
of modernization later than the West — have found
their own
way, different from the Western one
in practical
implementation but within parameters
accepted
in democratic and market theory.
By modernizing and at the same time preserving
their culture
and civilization, they have enriched
the process
of global development.
Today, there are more and more scholars,
both
in Western and non-Western countries,
as well
as in my home country, Russia, who
are casting
doubt on theories of Western political
modernization (or Westernization) and “democratic
transition” based on a vision of the world
from the
1980s-90s. These scholars do not
believe that
Western-style democracies are necessarily
ideal,
and instead see the global political
process as
based on varied regional and national
characterglobal asia Feature Essay
istics. They do not negate the idea
of democracy,
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From Meltdown to Bounceback
How South Korea Weat

We aim to
play a part,
however
modest, in
helping to
shape the
future of Asia.

There are other fine publications on international affairs.
What sets us apart is our focus: Asia. We believe that the world
is entering “the Age of Asia,” to borrow a phrase from one of the
articles in the inaugural issue of Global Asia in September 2006.
This transformation is well under way.
The region’s dynamic economic growth, stable and accountable
political systems, maturing democracies, and evolving sense of
community are giving Asia greater weight in the world.
These developments have huge implications for governments,
businesses, societies and individuals across the globe. How that
transformation is viewed, and shaped, inside Asia and how it is
perceived outside Asia is a vital part of the story we have to tell.
The forces of globalization are having a profound impact
throughout the world. And they are being influenced and
channeled in different ways in different parts of the world.
Ours is the story of Asia’s experience with globalization, and the
ideas and debates influencing it. In pursuing our mission, we aim to
play a part, however modest, in helping to shape the future of Asia.
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‘Non-Western’ Democracies
and Asian Political Systems
By Alexei D. Voskressenski
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Since 1990, Japan has been mired
in a seemingly
endless struggle to get its massive
economy
off of life support following the implosion
of its
asset-price bubble after it peaked
in 1989.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is determined
to break
that cycle, as is the Bank of Japan.
But the bank’s
decision to pump vast sums of money
into the
country’s financial system is fraught
with risks
that could backfire, harming the
global economy,
writes Gongpil Choi.

Dec. 26, 2012

10,230

70

Opportunities and
Challenges for China’s
New Leaders in Building
Mutual Trust with the World
By Wang Yizhou

global asia Vol. 8, No. 2, sUMMER

Roller-Coaster Ride
Daily closing prices for Japan’s benchmark
Nikkei
225 Index between the day Shinzo
Abe took office
on Dec. 26, 2012, and June 13, 2013.
Soaring
prices reflecting confidence in Abenomics
gave way to investor jitters in mid-May
amid worry at the risks the policy runs.

ThrouGhou T ThE JApAnEsE
economy dissipates and the future
bureconomy’s roller-coaster ride of the
den of unwinding the policy becomes
past several months, many econclearer. The Bank of Japan’s belated
adopomists and other observers have
tion of QE is seen as a last-ditch,
desperate
become concerned about the future
con- attempt to revive the Japanese
economy. In this
sequences of the Bank of Japan’s current
essay, I will provide the background
behind Abepolicy of quantitative easing (QE),
espe- nomics and draw implications
for the future of
cially its spillover effects for the region
and the Asian regional economy.
the impact it might have on Japan’s
efforts
Japan has been struggling for years
with the
to get out of its debt-deflation trap.
The eco- repercussions of the domestic
asset-price bubnomic policies of prime Minister shinzo
Abe ble that burst in the early
1990s, long before
— dubbed “Abenomics” — are being
increasingly the current global financial
crisis. This initial
regarded by many as a threat to global
financial shock triggered a massive
balstability, despite earlier positive responses
due to ance-sheet recession in
Japan
their effect on Japan’s recovery.
June 13, 2013
and brought about a liquidity
Quantitative easing, which involves
a central trap, which the Japanese
govbank’s injection of liquidity into
the banking ernment sought to
address by
system (primarily through the purchase
of gov- going into fiscal overdrive.
Despite more than
ernment bonds), is at the core of
Japan’s latest two decades of these
unconventional measures,
attempt to extricate itself from chronic
stagna- things have not stabilized.
Given the temporary
tion. The us Federal reserve has been
engaged effects of bolder and
stronger Abenomics, we
in open-ended QE for several years
now in an have to consider whether
Japan’s past responses
effort to spur the us recovery, and
Japan only were correct. The point
is whether Japan could
recently joined the pack. unfortunately
, the have chosen a different path.
It is important to
us is now considering a gradual
global asia Feature Essay
exit from QE
sort out the various causes of the current
sooner rather than later, as the impact
malaise
8
on the to evaluate Abenomics in
full detail.

To beTTer undersTand the
current challenge of building mutual trust between
China
and the world, it is important to understand
the
background of China’s new leaders,
President Xi
Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang. They
are the first
generation of leaders born after the
founding of
the People’s republic of China in 1949.
as a result,
they carry fewer historical burdens
than did Mao
Zedong, deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin
and Hu
Jintao, who were well aware of the
humiliating
experiences of China’s modern history.
It is a sad and well-known fact
that China,
one of the world’s earliest civilizations,
fell into
a semi-colonial state following the
First opium
War in 1840, oppressed and humiliated
by the
Western great powers. as a result,
the Chinese
people underwent revolution and
struggle for a
hundred years, leaving deep scars
on the country’s political psychology. but Xi and
Li grew up,
were educated and pursued their careers
during
China’s era of reform and opening,
and therefore
have a tendency to look forward with
confidence.
They are leaders fully committed to
deng Xiaoping’s path of “progress through co-operation
and
development from reform.”
They also have assumed leadership
at a crucial moment, when this nation is
being recognized as an ascendant power by
its neighbors
and the international community.
Thus China’s
new leaders somehow possess a different
global
consciousness than their predecessors
— more
confident, ambitious and enterprising.
To quote
Xi, “Leaders in this term of office are
shouldering
the great mission to realize the dream
of Chinese

Us ‘Pivot’ to asia

As the World Rebalances
in the Asian-Pacific Century,
So Must the United States
By Patrick M. Cronin

As the world’s center of economic
gravity continues to shift to the
Asia-Pacific region, the US decision
to refocus its foreign policy toward
Asia is motivated by both longterm interests and short-term
events, such as China’s more
aggressive behavior in the
East and South China Seas.
But that doesn’t mean it is a
veiled strategy to contain a rising
China, writes Patrick M. Cronin.

12,445

global asia Vol. 8, No. 3, Fall

We live in a century likely to
be dominated
by the rise of asian-Pacific power.
this trend is
not new. During the last half of the th
20 century,
asian economies expanded at nearly
twice the
rate of the rest of the world. While
the asian financial crisis of 1997-98 briefly
trimmed that
pace, the resilient region’s rise has been
rekindled,
accelerated in part by america’s response
to the
tragedy of 9/11 and mounting debt.
Future historians writing about the st
21 century will focus on crucial turning
points. One
milestone will take place in less than
four years:
according to the Organization for
economic
co-operation and Development,
china’s gross
domestic product will surpass that
of the united
States at the end of 2016. Seeking to
capitalize on
these trends, the australian government
recently
published a volume documenting
the coming of
the “asian century.” Despite the fact
that populous china will continue to lag far
behind in per
capita income, americans will have
to come to
grips with their relative decline. recall
that the
uS ascended to economic pre-eminence
in the
post-civil War era known as the Gilded
age. that
period as the world’s largest economy
is about to
end. although power has been steadily
shifting
from across the atlantic Ocean to the
Pacific and
indian Oceans, it has been a long time
since the
uS has been no.2 with respect to
such a major
power indicator.
Some of the asian prosperity that
has blossomed in the past few decades can
be attributed
to Japan’s economic rebirth after
the Second
World War, as well as the rise of the
asian tiger
economies of Hong Kong, taiwan, Singapore
and

South Korea. But i
most profound. De
to open china to th
of near-double-dig
trillion-dollar forei
world’s workshop,
est or near-largest t
Pacific neighbors. u
in the past decade
only to canada as a
Between now and 2
expected to enable
to join the ranks of t
pace and scope of c
far unprecedented in
ain 155 years to doub

Because we li
the US is righ
power to seize
vital region. W
the future is u

fewer than 10 million
its economic pre-emi
population in one-ten
is not far behind chi
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China’s leaders are acutely
aware that the country’s
growing economic might and its
increasing voice in international
affairs are stirring concerns about
how it will employ its newfound
power and influence in the
future. That presents China’s new
leadership with the daunting
challenge of building trust with
the rest of the world. Wang Yizhou
outlines the issues involved.

2013

71

realizing the dream
act as a newly emerging great power
In my opinion, the “Chinese dream”
and conas it is dis- tribute to peace and
prosperity in east asia, as
cussed by Xi and other officials
includes the well as global development.
In fact, all leaders
following goals:
of the PrC have had global ambitions,
First, to double per capita income
although
during their direction and emphasis
may have differed.
their term in office, from the current
$5,000 to For Mao Zedong, it was
to complete the revolu$10,000 by 2020. Conservative forecasts
suggest tion in China and push
forward the world revothat China will overtake the united
states as the lution, fighting an
international system domiworld’s largest economy by the middle
of this nated by the West, especially
when the red star
century, when the PrC will celebrate
its 100th faded in the soviet union.
For deng Xiaoping,
anniversary. Making up one-fifth
of the world’s it was to solve the
problem of poverty and ecopopulation, China is poised to become
a new- nomic growth in China, gaining
more appeal and
style great power in the east, relatively
rich and charm for socialism with
Chinese characteristics
prosperous, its people living in peace
and work- in an economically globalized
world. Later leading in contentment.
ers, namely Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao
second, to make strong gains in
and Xi Jintechnology ping, are following deng’s
path and emphasizing
for national defense and to lay a solid
foundation China’s role as a responsible
great power.
for national unification, territorial
integrity and
I believe China’s new leaders are
the settlement of sovereignty disputes.
committed
Though to leading a peaceful, ascending
and constantly
China is now a global power with
worldwide stronger nation dedicated
to the cause of helping
influence, most foreigners hardly
know that to create a more reasonable
and just world order,
the Chinese people still have something
pain- thus gaining more respect
from the world. Howful in their hearts. This is the fact that
the nation ever, these ambitions
are encountering some
is still not truly unified, because
of the legacy doubts and challenges.
of civil war (1946-1949). Taiwan
Island is still
divided politically from the mainland.
There- Challenges, doubts
and triCks
fore, China’s new leaders will work
hard to real- First is the suspicion
and resulting containment
ize the dream of national unification
and integ- policies of the world’s
superpower. sino-us relarity, which is also why it is vital to modernize
the tions are complex, with both
positive and negacountry’s defense capabilities. besides,
China’s tive aspects. In the view
of many Chinese peoland boundary and its coastline are
especially ple, the us would like
to keep close economic
long, with 14 neighbor countries
by land and and trade ties with China,
while at the same time
eight by sea, among which 10 have
long-term making every attempt
to guarantee that China
sovereignty disputes with China,
varying in won’t be a threat to america’s
position as a supernature and degree. Maintaining sovereignty
and power. This is the main source
of uncertainty in
territorial integrity is one of the most
important relations between China
and the world.
sources of political legitimacy. as
a result, Chisecond is the challenge that is posed
na’s modernization of its military
by the
and national anxieties and little
tricks of China’s neighbors.
defense is focused on advances in
quality rather Given t

In the history of modern China,
Hong Kong has frequently played
an important role as a bridge in
cross-strait political relations,
providing a place and a political
environment in which Beijing
and Taipei could talk — often secretly
— to one another.
But with relations between Mainland
China and Taiwan warming
quickly in recent years, and China
asserting greater control over
Hong Kong-Taiwan relations, that
bridging role may no longer be
as important, writes Hong Kong
academic Yiu-chung Wong.

AB
ridg
e

The change lasT year of the
45-year-old jeou became president
of Taiwan
name of Taiwan’s de facto consular
office — from was re-elected to a
second term ear
the chung Wah Travel agency in hong
Kong to and proposed his “no independen
the Taipei-hong Kong economic
and cultural tion and no war”
formula. Of par
Office — was a landmark in relations
between tance also was the sealing
of the e
hong Kong and Taiwan. lai shi-yuan,
chairwom- operation Framework
agreement
(e
an of Taiwan’s Mainland affairs council
(Mac) The individual travel scheme
for m
and the person in charge of its Mainland
china Taiwan, meanwhile, was
implem
policies, attended the name-changing
ceremony. beginning of 2011.
The development was a breakthrough
for negoFollowing the thaw in cross-str
tiations between Beijing and Taipei
over the past ties between hong
Kong and Taiw
two years. relations between Mainland
china grown warmer. In contrast
to the ye
and Taiwan have greatly improved
since Ma ying- wan’s Democratic
Progressive Part

Hong Kong’s Diminished Rol
in Cross-Strait Relation

No
Mo

By Yiu-chung Won
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A wealth of
experience
in our people

very issue of Global Asia contains a mix of stories that
examine the political, social and economic currents
washing across Asia. The articles are chosen and
commissioned from a broad spectrum of writers with
a rich mix of viewpoints.
Getting the mix right and being able to feature
analysis by world-renowned writers would not be
possible without Global Asia’s ability to tap the experience of its
editors, editorial board and international advisors. These constitute
some of the most eminent figures in their fields, from government,
universities, think tanks, research institutes, NGOs and the media.
Their advice and close connections to diplomacy, politics and
policymaking are what give Global Asia its unique ability to make
sense of and inform the debates defining Asia’s present and future.

Publisher
Ro-Myung Gong Chairman,
East Asia Foundation. Former
Korean Foreign Minister
Editor-in Chef
Chung-in Moon Professor,
Yonsei University
Managing Editor
David Plott Former Professor,
Hong Kong University
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Hyung Taek Hong Secretary
General, East Asia Foundation
Design Editor
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Cheol Hee Park Professor,
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Studies, Seoul National University
Wang Yong Professor, School
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Peking University
John Swenson-Wright
Director, East Asia Institute,
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John Delury Associate Professor,
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Taehwan Kim Associate Professor,
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Choong Yong Ahn Foreign
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Chairman, Institute of Strategic and
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Former Australian Foreign Minister
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Foreign Minister
Hong Koo Lee Former Prime
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With international
conferences and
policy forums and
publishing Global
Asia and research
reports, we have
endeavored to
create a freeflowing space
for exchanges
between people
and knowledge.

About Global Asia’s publisher
A public service foundation,
The East Asia Foundation was
established on the philosophy that
economic prosperity and trust will
promote peace not only on the
Korean peninsula and East Asia
but around the world. It seeks to
distinguish itself from other similar
organizations on several accounts:
First, it is a truly trans-regional
organization. Although physically
located in the Republic of Korea,
it places a greater emphasis on
regional, rather than countryspecific, agenda, and close
working partnerships with leading
think-tanks in China, Japan,
Russia, and the US to help ensure
a more trans-regional character.
Second, it serves as a dynamic
organization by forming and using
dense human and knowledge
networks among prominent
specialists and eminent figures
and organizations in the region.
Finally, it aims at playing a
midwifery role of shaping
collective wisdom, not only
through the active participation of
governmental and nongovernmental actors in the region,
but also by making a durable and
resourceful knowledge hub for
new ideas and policies.
The foundation is specifically
committed to achieving the
following objectives:
• Searching for new ideas,
policies, and knowledge to

promote peace, prosperity and
harmony in East Asia.
• Contributing to the formation of
an East Asian community by
enhancing mutual understanding
and trust among countries and
peoples in the region.
• Cultivating and expanding
human and knowledge networks.
• Serving as a regional knowledge
hub to spread new and innovative
ideas and policies.

>>>

To read more about the East Asia
Foundation, go to www.keaf.org

• Supporting activities that
encourage a new generation of
global leadership in the region.
“Since its establishment, the
East Asia Foundation has sought
to be the bridge-builder between
domestic and international
academics and experts engaged
in various strata of society,” says
the foundation’s chairman, Gong
Ro Myung. “By executing projects
such as holding international
conferences and policy forums,
publishing the international
English policy journal Global Asia
and various research reports, we
have endeavored to create a
free-flowing space for exchanges
between people and knowledge.”
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G

lobal Asia ’s web site aims to offer an online
platform for subscribers to enjoy the full
contents of each new issue of Global Asia as it is
published and to have access to our rich archive
of every story published in the journal since its
launch in 2006
All readers are also invited to join the debate
and read intelligent analysis daily on pressing topics of significance
in our live blog stream, Global Asia Forum, and to discover new
ideas and bright young minds in our Future Opinion Leaders forum,
a dedicated page for essays by graduate students.
The site was relaunched in its present form in late 2013 to
reflect today’s reading trends. “With our global audience of mobile
professionals, it is more important than ever to ensure that our
journal’s digital presence provides our readers with the best tools to
navigate our deep archives of articles,” said Chung-in Moon, Global
Asia’s editor-in-chief.
With our improved search function, visitors can now explore our
full content not just through keyword searches, but also by topic,
region and author.

The Global Asia
website: all of
our stories just
a click away
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Our digital magazine edition
The rush for tablets since Apple’s
iPad hit the shelves in 2010 has
been a fascinating example of
new tech disrupting old media.
Global Asia joined the party at the
end of 2012 with a new tablet
edition available in Apple’s App
Store and the Google Play store for
Android apps, and then in 2014
we revamped our tablet edition to
represent a closer fidelity to the
print edition and to increase the
range of platforms on which it can
be accessed, including on any web
browser.
All the content of the print edition
is in the digital edition, along with
scalable graphics, easy-to-use
bookmarks and sharing functions,
plus recent past editions available
for download at any time.
A year’s subscription costs just
$19.99 or each single edition costs
just $5.99 (or the equivalent in your
country’s currency), a significant
saving on the print price.

The latest issue

Back issues

In our pages and
on our website,
we aim for Asia
to speak to the
world, and the
world to Asia.
That is important
at a time when
this region is
playing an ever
greater role in
world affairs.

Expert blog

>>>

The digital edition is offered in
partnership with market-leading
digital publisher Magzter,
and can be viewed either via
Magzter’s app on Apple and
Android tablets or directly in a
web browser on any computer.
Just download the Magzter app
from the Apple or Google Play
app stores or go straight to
www.magzter.com.

Full article search
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What’s in the journal
& who writes for us?
The places we
write about (%)
20
Asia
14
China
13
World
11
North & South Korea
9
Southeast Asia
7
United States

The Debate: A head-to-head debate between two leading
thinkers on a burning, contemporary policy issue, with the two
writers facing off in pieces of 1,000 to 1,500 words each.
Feature Essays A selected variety of articles on pressing economic,
social and political affairs across Asia. Short features are sharp,
strongly argued pieces typically of 1,500-2,500 words that present a
compelling perspective on a topic of regional or global significance,
often policy issues arising out of recent, major news events that call
for informed, intelligent analysis. Long features tend to be 3,0005,000 words and provide a broad, historically informed perspective
on a key issue, surveying the topic from a range of angles and
providing the reader with an in-depth perspective on the topic.

R

eaders of Global Asia are well educated in Asian
affairs and deeply committed to intelligent and
provocative discussion on the challenges and
opportunities facing the region.
Global Asia is not an academic journal, but one of
debate and ideas for a well-informed audience; We
aim to make articles accessible, direct and strong
in argumentation, not wishy-washy. Articles are not targeted at a
specialist or academic audience.
Each issue typically contains:

In Focus A new section added this year that takes an in-depth
look over several articles at a particular country in Asia — especially
those less in the news — and assesses its progress and problems in
the political, economic and social arenas.
Book Reviews: Critiques of new books that are shaping Asia’s
academic and policy discourse. These are pieces of 1,000 to 3,000
words that review one or more books and use the review as the
basis for a broader essay on the subject matter of the books. Each
issue typically also has about six capsule reviews of other newly
released books, and we also occasionally publish excerpts of
forthcoming books.

Cover Package: Between five and ten articles offering in-depth
analysis of an event, challenge or trend affecting Asia. These are
commissioned pieces of 2,000-3,000 words, and are in-depth essays
on a wide variety of regional topics.
Recent issues have focused on the rise of soft power in Asia,
Russia’s future in the region, nuclear security and the repercussions
of the US “pivot” to Asia.

New Trends & Ideas, an occasional section, highlights provocative
analysis of social and political thinking, and we produce special
liftout infographic sections periodically to illustrate selected topics.
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The US
‘Pivot’
to Asia
Is It Just About
Containing China?

No. 4, Winter 2012

Should the US
Consider Redeploying
Tactical Nukes in
South Korea?

74

By Seongwhun Cheon
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global asia in Focus

Essay

Asia Is Weathering the
Global Economic Storm
,
But Can It Do Better?
global asia Vol. 7,

Fukushima: Examining

an Enduring Nuclear

By Yukiko Fukagawa

The effects of the global
financial crisis that explod
ed in 2008
are still painfully appare
nt. The fate of the euro
is uncertain
— as is the whole experi
ment in European integr
ation — and
the US economy is strugg
ling to get off its hands
and knees.
While Asia is doing reason
ably well thanks to action
s taken in
the wake of the Asian
currency crisis of 1997-9
8, deeper regional
integration is needed,
writes Yukiko Fukagawa.
And don’t count on
China to protect Asia
as the current crisis unfold
s. It’s too early for
China to assume the region
al leadership role it may
one day acquire.
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By Peter Hayes

Frustration at North Korea
fuelled
a recent attempt by US
lawmakers
to secure support to redepl
oy US
nukes in South Korea.
But the plan
is out of touch with politic
al and
military realities, it is
unworkable in
practice, and it runs the
grave risk
of making the sit

and Political Crisis

global asia Vol. 7,

No. 2, summer 2012

No. 3, Fall 2012
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Authors
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Global Asia
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o meet the challenge of balancing an academic
rigor with the accessibility of a magazine for
the well-informed general reader, we invite
writers from a range of disciplines who share two
characteristics: a deep knowledge of their subject
and an ability to communicate in a lucid and
compelling style.
They include senior politicians and policymakers, businessmen
and women, academics, leaders of international and regional
organizations, journalists and others who help shape the lives of
Asians and define Asia’s place in the world.
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How to submit an article for publication

The professions
that Global Asia
authors have (%)
15
14
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Academia
NGOs
Research
Journalism
Government
Business
Others

We welcome proposals and
manuscripts for both the print
and online editions of Global
Asia. We ask prospective writers
to study carefully the “mission
statement” printed on page 2 of
each issue before making a
submission, and consult previous
issues to get a sense of the style
and substance of the publication.
We welcome informal queries
about topics or areas that you
think might interest our readers.
Formal proposals should be no
longer than 500 words and state
succinctly the following:
1) The proposed topic
2) The argument you wish to make
3) Why you think it’s important
4) Your qualification for making
the argument
Writers can submit proposals
and/or manuscripts for the print
edition of Global Asia or the
online edition. All material
published in print will also appear
in the online edition. If a piece is
accepted for publication, we
reserve the right to decide if it will
appear in the online edition prior
to appearing in the print edition,
or if it will appear in the online
edition only, after consultation
with the author(s). Writers should
note that the online edition
provides them with an
opportunity to provide their
insight and analysis on current
events, outside of the quarterly
cycle of the print edition.
Articles written for the Global
Asia Forum on our website should
be topical and address an issue of

contemporary debate in Asia or
about Asia’s place in the world.
Contributors will be paid a
modest honorarium upon
publication of the articles online.
All proposals and manuscripts
should be submitted by email
(editorial@globalasia.org). They
will be considered for publication
on a rolling basis. Writers should
include a brief biographical
sketch (or a link to a profile on the
internet), and full contact details,
including email address and
phone number. The Editor-inChief and Managing Editor set
payment rates for articles in

>>>

Submit letters, proposals
and manuscripts by email
to editorial@globalasia.org

Global Asia upon acceptance of
the articles, or when an article is
commissioned. Payment will be
made upon publication in either
the print or online edition,
whichever occurs first.
Articles should be submitted in
accordance with the The Chicago
Manual of Style, 15th Edition.
Footnotes should be avoided, but
where they are used, their format
should be consistent with The
Chicago Manual of Style.
We welcome letters to the Editor
for publication, but limited to 500
words; they may be edited by
Global Asia for length and clarity.
The letters may appear in either
the print or online editions of
Global Asia, or both.
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Who are our readers?

T

Our readers are
overwhelmingly
professionals
with a need to
know about policy
and geopolitical
trends in Asia.

he readership enjoyed by Global Asia is the envy
of peer publications. Our readers span a spectrum
of influence as they almost entirely come from
key industries, consisting of business leaders,
statesmen, diplomats, professors and principals
predominantly in the Asia-Pacific region but also
from around the world.
In the seven years since the journal was first published, our
subscriber base of these powerful, affluent and connected readers
has grown rapidly and consistently, and at the end of 2012
circulation topped 10,000 copies. With our relaunched web site in
2013 and our tablet edition launched in 2012, The number of print
has gradually settled back to an average of just over 7,400 copies.

Global Asia circulation by region

About 45% of our readers are business and industry executives,
with over half of these Asia-based, giving us unparalleled reach in
the region. Universities and research institutions account for about
a third of our circulation and government officials and diplomats
about a quarter, giving us high visibility both in the corridors of
power and the influential think tanks that initiate policy debates.
Geographically, our readers come from all over the world, but
close to 60 percent are concentrated in the Asia-Pacific region
and around 20 percent each in North America and Europe. Many
readers say they see Global Asia as an essential Asian counterpart
to US-focused magazines such as Foreign Affairs, bringing them
intelligence on Asia that is vital for their strategic decision-making.
As a quarterly publication with a core readership in academic and
business circles, Global Asia has a correspondingly long publication
life and so enjoys an exceptionally high average readership of about
40,000. It is a journal of ideas, and the time our readers spend with
each issue is correspondingly long, averaging almost three hours.
Readership of our website reflects a similar picture (see chart),
but with a higher concentration of readers in the United States and
Canada reflecting ease of online access to our stories.

Asia

1,785

1,327 North America

1

4

Asia
Americas
Europe
Oceania
Other

Businesspeople

1,052 Government officials

179 Oceania

16

20

1,121 Research institutes

290 Eastern Europe

71 Africa

52

1,453 University professors

792 Western Europe

123 South America

23

Global Asia circulation by subscriber type
4,434

205 Middle East

Where our website
readers are from (%)

630 Embassies

7,420

Global Asia’s average
circulation in 2014

596 Libraries
499 Others
474 Media

40,000
Global Asia’s estimated
readership per issue
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In the 19th Centu
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but when the hIstory

Why advertise
in Global Asia?
A selection of
Global Asia’s
advertisers
ANA Asia Competitiveness
Forum Asiana Airlines Asian
Perspective Berjaya The
Brookings Institution Press
Cambridge University Press The
Century Foundation Doosan
DSME East West Center Huneed
Technologies Hyundai Motor
Group Jeju Free International
City Development Center Jeju
Peace Institute Journal of
East Asian Studies KIA Motor
Kim Dae-jung Presidential
Library &Museum Kimjonghak
Production Co. , Ltd Korea
Focus Korea International
Trade Association LG Display
LG Electronics London School
of Economics Nuclear Security
Summit Preparatory Committee
Pacific Century Institute Seoul
City Government Stonebridge
International LLC Political
Studies Association Samsung
Samsung Economic Research
Institute SK STX University of
California, San Diego

A

s Global Asia enjoys and cultivates one
of Asia’s most influential readerships —
including captains of industry and business
executives, principals, academics, statesmen
and policymakers — it is a uniquely attractive
showcase for advertising and advertorial
messages from businesses, institutions and
government agencies wishing to talk to a sophisticated audience
of global opinion-leaders.
Advertisers thrive in such an environment. They reach a
readership with excpetional influence: they know that their
message will reach people who matter, are peruasive and whose
opinions are trend-setting.
Added to this is the longevity that issues of Global Asia enjoy:
as a quarterly magazine physically designed to become part
of our readers’ personal libraries. Not only does its high level
of reader engagement — almost three hours spent with each
issue in multiple sessions — mean that advertisers have rich
opportunities for exposure, but Global Asia is a resource turned
to again and again, unlike a monthly magazine on coated
newsprint. That means longer-term advertiser branding
potential and top-of-mind recall from readers, especially for
repeat advertisers developing a brand campaign.
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Economics, International
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Advertising on our tablet edition
A third key reason why advertising in Global Asia is effective
is our cross-platform approach. With our new, low-price
tablet edition we are targeting, among regular readers,
a new readership especially in the younger, aspirational
demographic that includes tertiary-level students, graduates
as well as junior business executives and government and
NGO white-collar workers.
We thus offer access to a market segment of readers
with growing purchasing power and trend-influencing
behaviours, chiefly through their assimilation into social
media and professional online networks. Taken with our
print readership, it is an irresistible combination.
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How to Advertise?

Global Asia is published
quarterly on March 15, June 15,
September 15 and December 15.
The print advertising booking
deadline is strictly 21 days
before publication date, and
material submission deadline is
seven days before the date of
publication:

Advertising in print
Global Asia is perfect-bound. Page
size is 175mm wide by 260mm
high. We accept full-page, halfpage and quarter-page ads as well
as double-page ads as standard.
As an extra service to our print
advertisers, we will also place
your ad in our tablet edition for
free, and we offer you a free ad
space on our website and in our
newsletter (see pages 18-19).
All ads must be submitted
electronically, and we encourage
PDF format. Please see opposite
for technical details, and see page
20 for our contact details.

Print ad rates*
Run of paper (ROP)
Double-page spread................$11,000
Full-page ..........................................$5,000
Half-page .........................................$2,500
Quarter-page .................................$1,250
Fixed position (full-page ads only)
Back Cover.....................................$32,000
Inside Front Cover.....................$16,000
Inside Back Cover.........................$8,000
Inside Last Page............................$6,000
Inside Pages 3 or 5......................$6,000
* Any applicable value-added tax is separately charged

Rates are negotiable for ad
packages or multiple insertions
and we offer attractive frequency
discounts to regular advertisers.
Typically we offer a 10% discount
for adverisers appearing in two
issues per year, 15% for three
issues and 20% for all four issues.
20

Publication dates
and deadlines for
print advertising

DOUBLE-PAGE SPREAD
(trim and bleed)
Trimmed ad size:
350mm (w) x 260mm (h)
Bleed size:
356mm (w) x 266mm (h)
NB Add 3mm bleed on
all sides, also ensure
no live material within
10mm of center line or
the trim edge.

Spring Issue
Publication Date March 15
Booking Deadline Feb 23
Material Deadline March 8
Summer Issue

FULL-PAGE
(trim and bleed)

FULL-PAGE
(non-bleed)

Publication Date June 15

Trimmed ad size:
175mm (w) x 260mm (h)
Bleed size:
181mm (w) x 266mm (h)
NB Ensure 3mm bleed is
added on all sides, also
we sugest ensuring no live
material within 10mm of
the trim edge.

Ad size:
155mm (w) x
240mm (h)
Ad is centered on
the page with 10mm
margin on all sides

Material Deadline June 8

Booking Deadline May 25

Fall Issue
Publication Date Sep 15
Booking Deadline Aug 25
Material Deadline Sep 8
Winter Issue

HALF-PAGE
HORIZONTAL
(non-bleed)

HALF-PAGE
VERTICAL
(non-bleed)

Ad size:
155mm (w) x 120mm (h)

Ad size:
67.5mm (w)
x
240mm (h)
QUARTERPAGE
(non-bleed)
Ad size:
67.5mm (w)
x
120mm (h)

Publication Date Dec 15
Booking Deadline Nov 25
Material Deadline Dec 8

Special executions
We welcome requests
for special ad sizes, section
sponsorships and special
executions such as belly bands,
card inserts or polybagged
supplements.

Print advertising submission guidelines
Global Asia is printed by sheet-fed
offset lithography with a screen
ruling of 150 lpi. We accept ad
materials only via digital file
transmission. We ask advertisers
to follow the following standards
for material for our print edition:
File Format & Preparation
• Ads may be submitted as PDF,
EPS, TIFF, Illustrator or Photoshop
files. No JPEG images please.
• Image files must be a minimum
300dpi resolution at 100% size.
• PDF files must be created by
Adobe Acrobat Distiller 4.0 or
higher.
• Material should be rightreading, 100% size, with no
rotations
• Set trapping and overprint
according to requirements.
• All fonts should be
embedded, including those
in placed or embedded
graphics.
• Build pages to trim size
and extend the bleed to
3mm. Include standard trim,
bleed and center marks in all
separations, at least 3mm outside
trim area.
• All type and live matter not
intended to bleed must keep
within the trim size, and we
recommend that it should be at
least 10mm inside the trim area.
On spread ads, live material
should not be placed within
10mm of the vertical center line.
• Files should be named using
alphanumeric characters only.
• All images/scans must be in
CMYK mode for standard color
ads. No RGB images can be
accepted.

• Color and grayscale images
must be at 300dpi; monochrome
bitmap images at 2400dpi.
• Total area ink density should
not exceed 280%.
File Delivery
• Please upload files to the
website www.webhard.net
ID (username): koeaf
PW (password): globalasia
Upload files directly into “Upload
Only” folder.
• Please also supply a digital
proof from a certified SWOP
proofing system (www.
swop.org). The proof should
represent the final digital
file, sent as color guidance
on press. If no proof is
supplied, the agency
accepts responsibility for
the final print result.
All proofs should be sent to
our office address (see page
20) and marked for the
attention of “Global Asia
Editorial Production.”
Publication Conditions
• Global Asia’s publisher reserves
the right to reject any
advertisement or to cancel any
advertising at any time prior to
the publication date.
• The publisher reserves the right
to add the word “advertisement”
at the top of any page that, in our
judgement, too closely resembles
Global Asia editorial designs.

>>>

For queries on advertising rates
or specifications, please e-mail
us at editorial@globalasia.com
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Advertising online
Our website features stories
from the latest issue of the
journal and a live debate forum.
The site has a three-column
structure with box ads in the
first column and third column
sidebars as well as banner ads at
the top and bottom of pages. We
accept the following types of ads
as standard:
• Banner ads
• Leader ads
• Box ads
• Small box ads
Please contact us directly for

bespoke sizes and other online
advertising options such as popups, videos and rollover ads.
We encourage advertisers to
run campaigns across our four
platforms — print, tablet,
website and newsletter — to
maximize their reach and
exposure to readers. We offer all
advertisers in our print edition a
complimentary reproduction of
their ad in our tablet edition of
the journal and free advertising
space on our website and
newsletter (see opposite).

For advertisers wishing to
appear only on our digital
platforms, however, please
contact our staff directly for
details of our low rates,
including package discounts for
advertising across tablet,
website and newsletter. See
page 20 for contact details.

When it comes to advertising in a tablet publication,
there is a great potential for interactivity. From
embedded video in the journal that plays with a finger
tap to animated content, reader-activated hot links to
open your web site and more, just about the only
limitation is your power to imagine how you’d like to
put across your messge.

>>>

Our only restrictions are a total file size of 5MB
and compatability with Adobe Creative Suite
products. Talk to us directly about tablet
advertising options and we would
be happy to help.

For all digital ad queries, please
speak directly to on sales staff.
See back cover for contact details.

Advertising in
our e-newsletter

BANNER AD
860px (w) x 104px (h)

LARGE BOX AD
180px (w) x 174px (h)
LEADER AD
464px (w) x 280px (h)

SMALL BOX AD
180px (w) x 70px (h)
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Advertising options
in our digital edition

The Global Asia newsletter goes out to 25,000 active
subscribers eight times a year, with two editions of
the newsletter sent out to publicize each of the four
Global Asia issues published annually.
The newsletter highlights the contents of the latest
journal and links to the stories on our website.
It is the key way of alerting Global Asia readers
when a new edition is published, and we have been
consistently growing subscriber numbers, making it
an attractive destination for advertisers wanting
exposure to our growing web audience.

25,000

e-newsletter subscribers
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Editorial Office
East Asia Foundation
4th Fl., 59 Singyo-dong,
Jongno-gu, Seoul,
Korea 110-032
Tel. +82 2 325 2604
Fax +82 2 325 2898
How to Contact Us
General info@globalasia.org
Editorial editorial@globalasia.org
Advertising ads@globalasia.org
Subscriptions subscriptions@globalasia.org
www.globalasia.org

